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PROCESSING UNIT HAVING DECIMAL 
FLOATING-POINT DIVIDER USING 

NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION 

2 
sor with a decimal floating-point divider; and performing 
Newton-Raphson iterations with the decimal floating-point 
divider to output a decimal floating-point quotient. 

In another embodiment, a method comprises receiving a 
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 

Application Ser. No. 60/612,586, filed Sep. 23, 2004, the 
entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

5 decimal dividend and a decimal divisor with a decimal float
ing-point divider, accessing a lookup table to retrieve a deci
mal coefficient using a portion of the divisor as an index into 
the lookup table, and computing an initial approximation of 
the divisor's reciprocal based on the coefficient. The method 

The invention relates to computing devices and, more par
ticularly, to techniques for performing arithmetic operations 
within computing devices. 

BACKGROUND 

10 further comprises iteratively computing an improved esti
mate of the divisor's reciprocal with the decimal floating
point divider, multiplying the dividend by the improved 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal to produce a pre
liminary decimal quotient, computing a biased decimal quo-

15 tient from the preliminary decimal quotient, and outputting a 
decimal quotient based on the biased decimal quotient. 

Commercial applications and databases typically store 
numerical data in decimal format. Currently, however, micro
processors do not provide instructions or hardware support 
for decimal floating-point arithmetic. Consequently, decimal 20 
numbers are often read into computers, converted to binary 
numbers, and then processed using binary floating-point 
arithmetic. Results are then converted back to decimal before 
being output or stored. Besides being time-consuming, this 
process is error-prone, since most decimal numbers camiot be 
exactly represented as binary numbers. Thus, if binary float
ing-point arithmetic is used to process decimal data, unex
pected results may occur after a few computations. 

In another embodiment, a processing unit comprises a 
decimal floating-point divider that performs Newton-Raph
son iterations to output a decimal floating-point quotient. 

In addition, most existing decimal dividers are for fixed
point (typically integer) decimal data types. As a result, scal
ing has to be done when working with numbers of different 
magnitudes. The process of scaling is also time-consuming 
and error-prone, and designs for fixed-point decimal dividers 
camiot be directly applied to floating-point decimal dividers. 

In another embodiment, a decimal floating-point divider 
comprises inputs to receive a decimal floating-point dividend 
and a decimal floating-point divisor. The divider further com
prises a nine's complement block and a decimal multiplier, 
wherein the nine's complement block and the decimal mul-

25 ti plier compute an initial approximation of the divisor's recip
rocal, and wherein the decimal multiplier further (a) performs 
Newton-Raphson iterations to compute an improved approxi
mation of the divisor's reciprocal based on the initial approxi
mation, and (b) multiplies the dividend by the improved 

30 approximation to produce a preliminary decimal quotient, 
and ( c) performs an adjustment on the preliminary decimal 
quotient to produce a biased decimal quotient, and ( d) multi
plies the divisor by the biased decimal quotient to generate 
signals for rounding and correction. The decimal floating-

35 point divider further comprises a processing unit to output a 
decimal floating-point quotient based on the biased decimal 
quotient. 

In many commercial applications, including financial 
analysis, banking, tax calculation, currency conversion, 
insurance, and accounting, the errors introduced by convert
ing between decimal and binary numbers are unacceptable 
and may violate legal accuracy requirements. Therefore, 
these applications often use software to perform decimal 40 

floating-point arithmetic. Although this approach eliminates 
errors resulting from conversion between binary and decimal 
numbers, it leads to long execution times for numerically 
intensive commercial applications, since software implemen
tations of decimal floating-point operations are typically 100 45 

to 1,000 times slower than equivalent binary floating-point 
operations in hardware. 

SUMMARY 

The techniques may provide one or more advantages. For 
example, the hardware-based techniques employed by the 
processing unit may provide a much faster computation time 
than conventional software packages, which typically must 
emulate decimal arithmetic. In addition, performing the divi
sion as decimal division instead of converting from decimal to 
binary form may avoid errors introduced by such conver
s10ns. 

Moreover, the disclosed techniques employ Newton-Raph
son iteration, which approximately doubles the number of 
accurate digits each iteration, compared to conventional deci-

50 ma! dividers that use digit recurrence algorithms and only 
produce one decimal digit each iteration. As a result, the 
described processing unit may achieve accurate decimal divi
sion in relatively few iterations. 

In general, the invention is directed to efficient hardware
based techniques for performing decimal floating-point divi
sion. More specifically, when performing decimal floating
point division, a processing unit described herein uses an 
accurate piecewise linear approximation to obtain an initial 55 

estimate of a divisor's reciprocal. The piecewise linear 
approximation employs operand modification and decimal 
encoding to reduce the memory requirements. The initial 
estimate of the divisor's reciprocal is then improved using a 
modified form ofNewton-Raphson iteration that is appropri- 60 

ate for decimal data. The processing unit multiplies the divi
sor's reciprocal by the dividend to produce a preliminary 
quotient. The preliminary quotient is rounded using an effi
cient rounding scheme to produce the final decimal floating
point quotient. 

In one embodiment, a method comprises receiving a deci
mal floating-point dividend and a decimal floating-point divi-

As another example, compared to conventional piecewise 
linear approximations that require the use of a decimal mul
tiply-accumulate unit and two coefficients read from 
memory, some embodiments of the invention may only 
require the use of a decimal multiplier and a single coefficient 
read from memory. Further, the same decimal multiplier may 
be used to perform the Newton-Raphson iteration, final mul
tiplication, and rounding, thereby conserving chip area. 

In addition, the techniques provide a divider for floating
point decimal data types. The invention may thus avoid the 
scaling problems associated with fixed-point dividers. A pre-

65 ferred embodiment of the invention is designed to be compli
ant with a draft of the revised version of the IEEE 754 Stan-
dard for Floating Point Arithmetic. 
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The details of one or more embodiments of the invention 
are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip
tion below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, 
and from the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a processing unit that 
performs decimal floating-point division in accordance with 
the techniques of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
the decimal floating-point divider of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
the decimal floating-point divider computing an initial 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
the decimal floating-point divider applying a modified New
ton-Raphson iteration to improve the approximation of the 
divisor. 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
the decimal floating-point divider adjusting and rounding a 
preliminary quotient to obtain a final decimal floating-point 
quotient. 

FIG. 6 is a graph describing the memory requirement based 
on a varying number of index digits. 

FIG. 7 is a graph presenting the number of iterations 
required for different decimal formats versus the different 
number of index digits to the table lookup. 

FIG. 8 is a graph illustrating the cycle counts required with 
three decimal formats with different numbers of decimal 
digits processed by the multiplier each cycle. 

FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating the cycle counts to accomplish 
a decimal division for three different decimal formats versus 
the number of cycles required in a full-scale multiplication. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

4 
ficient in BCD form for use in calculating the initial estimate. 
Divider 12 then utilizes fixed-point decimal multiplier 36 
("decimal multiplier 36"), 9's complement block 38, barrel 
shifter 42 and reciprocal register 46 to compute the initial 

5 estimate of a divisor's reciprocal using a piecewise linear 
approximation. 

Divider 12 utilizes these components to refine the estimate 
of the divisor's reciprocal using a modified form ofNewton
Raphson iteration. In the embodiment shown, decimal mul-

10 ti plier 36 receives input operands from eight different sources 
and outputs results to four sub-blocks for further processing. 

Decimal multiplier 36 may be a high-speed sequential or 
parallel decimal multiplier. For example, decimal multiplier 
36 may be a sequential decimal fixed-point multiplier that 

15 uses carry-save addition to accumulate the partial products, 
leading to a short critical path delay. In certain embodiments, 
decimal multiplier 36 may perform multiplication in (nmuz,+ 
6) cycles, where nmult is the number of significant digits in the 
multiplier operand. Decimal multiplier 36 may also make use 

20 of fast generation of multiplicand multiples, decimal (3:2) 
counters and (4:2) compressors, and a simplified decimal 
carry-propagate adder to produce the correct quotient. In 
addition, early exit may provide the opportunity to finish the 
multiplication in less time when the multiplier operand is 

25 short, reducing the time needed to perform the initial recip
rocal approximation and early Newton-Raphson iterations. 

Divider 12 further contains general processing unit 13 that 
includes coefficient comparator ("CC" in FIG. 1) 18, excep
tions handler ("EH") 20, and exponent generator ("EG") 22. 

30 Coefficient comparator 18 performs a comparison of Y's 
coefficient 15 and X's coefficient 24 to determine proper 
alignment at rounding. Exceptions handler 20 detects special 
input operand values (NaNs, ±oo, and ±0) and exceptions 
(e.g., Invalid Operation and Divide-by-Zero). Y's exponent 

35 16 and X's exponent 17 travel from data preprocessing unit 14 
to exponent generator 22, which computes quotient Q's expo
nent 49 and signals the potential for overflow or underflow. 

Rounding/correction unit 48 rounds the quotient. Data 
post-processing unit 45 combines the sign, exponent, and 

40 coefficient to output the quotient Qin IEEE-754R decimal 
format. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a portion of a pro
cessing unit 10 that performs decimal division in accordance 
with the techniques of the invention. In particular, processing 
unit 10 includes one embodiment of a decimal floating-point 
divider 12 ("divider 12") for performing floating-point deci
mal division. In one embodiment, divider 12 is a 64-bit deci
mal floating-point divider. Divider 12 may, however, be 45 

modified to support arithmetic operations on decimal float
ing-point numbers of different bit lengths, such as 32-bit or 
128-bit decimal floating-point numbers. Divider 12 may also 

Processing unit 10 may be a microprocessor or coprocessor 
for use within a laptop computer, general-purpose computer 
or high-end computing system. Alternatively, processing unit 
10 may be a microcontroller, application specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC) or other component. Moreover, processing 
unit 10 may be implemented as a single integrated circuit in 
which divider 12 constitutes only a portion of the imple
mented functionality. Alternatively, divider 12 may be imple-be modified to support arithmetic operations on decimal 

fixed-point numbers. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, divider 12 operates to compute a 

quotient Q from a chosen dividend Y and a divisor X, where 

50 mented in one or more stand-alone integrated circuits. Com
ponents of processing unit 10 and divider 12 may be 
implemented as discrete combinational and sequential logic, 
logic arrays, microcode, firmware or combinations thereof. Q, Y and X are decimal floating-point numbers. Data pre

processing unit 14 first unpacks and converts X and Y for 
internal processing. For example, preprocessing unit 14 may 55 

convert the coefficients for X and Y from an IEEE-754 deci
mal format to a binary coded decimal (BCD) format, as 
described in further detail below. Data preprocessing unit 14 
normalizes coefficients ofX and Y such that the most signifi
cant digit of each number is non-zero. This allows the coef- 60 

ficients to be viewed as having the range 0.l~Y<l.0 and 
0.l~X<l.0. 

Initially, divider 12 uses an accurate piecewise linear 
approximation to obtain an initial estimate of a divisor's 
reciprocal. As described in detail below, divider 12 utilizes 65 

conversion modules (CMs) 28A-28B (collectively, "conver
sion modules 28") and lookup module 30 to generate a coef-

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
a decimal floating-point divider, such as divider 12 (FIG. 1), 
performing decimal floating-point division in accordance 
with the techniques of the invention. FIG. 2 provides an 
overview of the decimal floating-point division process, 
which contains four major operations. Through the decimal 
floating-point division process, divider 12 obtains a quotient 
Q from a dividend Y and a divisor X. Y and X correspond to 
normalized decimal significands that are viewed as fractions, 
such that 0.l~Y <1.0 and 0.l~X<l.0. Without loss of gener
ality, it is also assumed that Y ~X, which gives 0.1 <Q~ 1. 

Initially, divider 12 computes an approximation of the divi
sor's reciprocal, 1/X""Ro (50). The accuracy of this initial 
approximation will affect the number of Newton-Raphson 
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iterations needed to obtain a correct quotient having a desired 
accuracy. Next, divider 12 applies Newton-Raphson itera
tions to refine the approximation of the divisor's reciprocal 
(52). Newton-Raphson iteration is an iterative method used to 
approximate the root of a non-linear function. Divider 12 uses 5 

a modified version of the first-order Newton-Raphson divi
sion algorithm to approximate 1/X given the initial reciprocal 
approximation Ra- Divider 12 performs m Newton-Raphson 
iterations to produce an improved reciprocal approximation, 
Rm. 10 

In the third operation, decimal multiplier 36 multiplies Rm 
and the dividend Y to produce a preliminary quotient Q' (54). 
In the fourth operation, incrementer 40 performs an adjust
ment (e.g., an addition) to the preliminary quotient Q' to 15 

obtain a biased quotient Q", and multiplies Q" with the divisor 
to generate a trial dividend which is used to produce required 
signals for rounding/correction logic unit 48 (56). In the fifth 
operation, divider 12 adjusts and rounds the biased quotient 

6 

1 
1/Xse XM+5x10-k-! -

1 
-----7

2 
x(X-(XM +5x10-k-l)) 

(XM + 5 x 10-k-l) 

2xXM -X +10-k 

"(XM +5x10-k-lj2. 

(eq. 2) 

Since (2xXM-X=XM-XL) and c10-k-XL) corresponds to the 
ten's complement of Xv Equation (2) can be rewritten as: 

1/X" _x_M_+_l_o-_'_-_x_L~ 
(XM + 5 x 1Q-k-l J2 

XM +XL+ 10-n 

"(XM +5x10-k-lj2 

(eq. 3) 

Q" to obtain the correct quotient, Q (58). Although shown 20 

sequentially in FIG. 2 for ease of illustration, the operations 
may be performed in a pipelined fashion. 

where XL is the nine's complement of XL and 10-n may be 
added to obtain the ten's complement ofXL. Thus, the recip-

25 rocal approximation R0 can be obtained as lfX,.,R0=C'xX' 
where 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 
a decimal floating-point divider, such as divider 12 (FIG. 1), 
computing the initial approximation of the divisor's recipro
cal. 

In practice, divider 12 inputs the value ofXM into conver
sion module (CM) 28A, which converts XM from a binary 
coded decimal (BCD) format to a densely-packed decimal 30 

(DPD) encoded version (60). The convertedXMis input into 
lookup module 3 0 to obtain coefficient C'= 1 / (X,v+5 x 1 o-k- l )2 

truncated to 2k digits (2 integer digits and 2k-2 fraction 
digits) (62). Lookup module 30 is indexed by the k most 
significant digits of the divisor's significand in DPD format 35 

and outputs C' in DPD format. Conversion module 28B con
verts C' from DPD to BCD using two-level logic (64). In 
addition, CM 28A converts XL to its nine's complement, and 
then concatenates XM with XL to form X' ( 66). 

Simple conversion logic, which takes roughly two gate 40 

delays, may be used for these conversions. One reason for this 
conversion is to reduce the size of lookup module 30. Since 
DPD represents 3 decimal digits using just 10 bits, this 
approach reduces the size of the table lookup to roughly 
2Px2p, where p=r (k* 10)/3 l For example, withk=3 the size of 45 

the memory lookup is reduced from 12 Kbytes to only 2.5 
Kbytes. C' is output to decimal multiplier 36 for processing. 

Decimal multiplier 36 (FIG. 1) receives X' and C' and 
computes the reciprocal approximation of the divisor, R0 , as 

50 
lfX,.,R0=C'xX' (68). Although shown sequentially in FIG. 3 
for ease of illustration, the operations may be performed in 
pipelined fashion. 

The initial approximation is based on a piecewise first 
order Taylor series expansion, which approximates a function 55 
f(X) close to the point A as: 

/(X)=J(A)+j(A)x(X-A). (eq. 1) 

To obtain the initial approximation, divider 12 divides the 
n-digit divisor, X=[0,Xn-lxn-2 ... XaL into a k-digit more 60 

significant part, XM=[0.Xn-lxn-2 ... xn-kL and an (n-k)-
digit less significant part XL=[Xn-k-lxn-k-2 ... Xal 10-k_ 
Using XM as the input to a table lookup divides the original 
input interval [0.1, 1) into subintervals of size 10-k_ On the 
subinterval [XM, XM+10-1, a standard piecewise Taylor 65 

series expansion off(X)=l/X about the subinterval midpoint 
A=X,v+5x10-k-l has the form: 

1 
C'= -----7 

(XM + 5 x 1Q-k-l J2 

(eq. 4) 

X' = XM +XL+lO-n. 

The approximation error, Eapprox. from this method is upper
bounded by the second-order term of the Taylor series expan
sion at A, which gives: 

1 
l.sappmxl :;; 2 f" (A)(X - A)2 

1 
:;; 

3
(X-(XM +5x10-k-lJJ2 

(XM +5x10-k-l) 

:;; 1 (XL-5x10-k-1J2_ 
(XM +5x10-k-lJ' 

I I l (0-5x10-k-lJ2 
Eapprox < (O.l + 5 xlQ-k-1 )3 

25 X 10-2k-2 

< 0.1 3 

10-2k+3 
<-4-· 

(eq. 5) 

(eq. 6) 

When computed with infinite precision, Eapprox~0, such that 
R0 ~ 1/X, since the piecewise linear Taylor series expansion 
of 1/X always under-approximates 1/X. 

In practice, divider 12 uses the nine's complement of the 
most significant digits of XL instead of the ten's complement 
of Xv stores only the most significant digits of C' in table 
lookup module 30, and truncates the product C'xX'. Nine's 
complement block 38 may obtain the nine's complement of 
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XL from XL using only simple two-level logic. Since the 
absolute value of the approximation error in the initial esti
mate is less than 10-k+

3 /4, the goal is to limit the overall error 
in the initial estimate to less than 10-

2
k+

3
, so that the initial 

approximation is still accurate to at least (2k-3) fraction 5 

digits. A second goal is to ensure that the error in the initial 
approximation is less than zero, since this simplifies the New
ton-Raphson iteration and final rounding. For the initial 
approximation, only the 2k most significant digits ofX' and C' 
are used and R0 is truncated to 2k-1 digits. Thus, the value 10 

actually computed by divider 12 for the initial approximation 
IS 

Ro= C'xX' +ERo (eq. 7) 15 

= (C' + Ee' )x(X' +Ex')+ Etrunc + Eapprox, 

8 

(eq. 11) 

SinceR,<1/X, thenXxR,<1 andXxRrl, whichallows2-Xx 
R, to be approximated by taking the nine's complement of the 
fraction digits ofXxR, and setting the integer digit to one. Full 
precision multiplications are also avoided, which results in 
the new iterative equation: 

(eq. 12) 

where EC', Ex,, and E,runc correspond to the errors due to 
truncating C', X', and R0 , respectively. Consequently, 

where Em 1 is the error due to truncating XxR, and taking its 
nine's complement to getV,.,2-XxR, andEm2 is the error due 

20 to truncating R,xV. Equation (12) can then be rewritten as: 

ERo=X1
XEcrtC

1
XEx-+EcXEc-+Etrunc+Eapprox. (eq. 8) 

Since 0.l~X'<l.0, 1.0<C'<l00, and l<R0 <10, we have 25 

- 10-2
k+

2 <EC'~o, 1 o-
2

k <Ex,<0, -1 o-
2

k+
2 

<Etrunc~o, which 
gives the bounds: 

1.0x(-1 o-2k•2 )+ 1OOx(-10-2")+(- l o-2k•2J+(-2.5x 
1 o-2k+2 ) <ERO <0-0 .5 5x 1 o-2k+3 <ERo<0. (eq. 9) 30 

Thus, if the k most significant digits ofX are used to access a 
table lookup, where each entry contains 2k digits, the initial 
approximation is accurate to more than 2k-3 fraction digits. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating exemplary operation of 35 

a decimal floating-point divider, such as divider 12 (FIG. 1), 
applying a modified Newton-Raphson iteration to refine the 
reciprocal approximation of the divisor. In particular, 
divider 12 performs m Newton-Raphson iterations to 
obtain an improved reciprocal approximation Rm, where 40 

-lo-n-2<ERm<0. 

The invention uses a modified ( e.g., optimized) version of 
the first-order Newton-Raphson division algorithm to 
approximate 1/X given the initial reciprocal approximation 
R0 • In the modified version described herein, the Newton- 45 

Raphson iteration consists of two general operations. Deci
mal multiplier 36 and nine's complement block 38 performs 
the first operation of the Newton-Raphson iteration, approxi
mating y,.,(2-XxR,) by taking the nine's complement of the 
2G+2 most significant fraction digits ofXxR, and setting the 50 

integer digit to one (70), where G is the number of accurate 
digits ofR,. Divider 12 then inputs the approximated value of 
V back into decimal multiplier 36, which performs the second 
operation of the N ewton-Raphson iteration, multiplying R, by 

(eq. 13) 

The error in the initial reciprocal approximation R0 is 
bounded by -0.55x10-G<ER0 <0, where G=2k-3. Truncating 
XxRa to 2G+2 fraction digits and taking its nine's 
complement results in an error Emu which is bounded by 
-10-2G-2~Em 1<0. Similarly, truncating XxV to 2G+l 
fraction digits results in an error Em2 that is bounded by 
-10-2G-l~Em 1 ~0. In Equation (13), if ER,<0 thenER,xEm 1 >0, 
Em/X<0, -XXER;2<0 and Em2 °0. 

Since ERXEm 1 ~-Em 1/X, it can be ignored when computing 
the error'bounds, which gives: 

10-2G-2 
l.sRI < -- + 1.0x(0.55x10-GJ2 + 10-2G-l < 0.5025x10-2c. 

' 0.1 

Each of the Newton-Raphson iterations more than doubles 
the number of accurate digits in the reciprocal approximation. 
By truncating the result of each multiplication and taking the 
nine's compliment ofXxR,, it is guaranteed that R,+1<1/X, 
which simplifies computing 2-XxR, and the final rounding. 
Newton-Raphson iteration continues for m iterations to 
obtain an improved reciprocal approximation Rm, 
where IERm1<10-n-2 (74). In practice, an iteration counter may 
be used, where i is initialized to zero, and the counter exits 
once i=m. 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating in further detail exem-
plary operation of a decimal floating-point divider, such as 
divider 12 (FIG. 1), performing the steps of computing a 
preliminary quotient Q' (step 54 of FIG. 2), computing a 
biased quotient Q", computing a trial dividend to determine 
the signals required in rounding, and adjusting and rounding 
a biased quotient to obtain a correct quotient (step 56 of FIG. 
2). In one embodiment, the biased quotient is adjusted to 

V to obtain R,+i, where R,xV is truncated to 2G+l fraction 55 

digits (72). Barrel shifter 42 shifts R, to reduce the latency of 
multiplication. Reciprocal register 46 stores temporary 
results generated by each of the iterations. Although shown 
sequentially for ease of illustration, the operations may be 
performed in pipelined fashion. 60 produce a correctly rounded result in IEEE-7 54 decimal for

mat. Although shown sequentially for ease of illustration in 
FIG. 5, the operations may be performed in pipelined fashion. 

The first order Newton-Raphson iterative equation for divi-
S!On JS: 

R;+i ~R;x(2-XxR;). (eq. 10) 

Since R,=1/X+ER,, where ER, is the error in iteration i, Equa
tion (10) can be rewritten as: 

Once the final Newton-Raphson iteration is performed 
(FIG. 4), decimal multiplier 36 multiplies the dividend Y and 

65 reciprocal approximation Rm produced by the modified New
ton-Raphson technique to obtain a preliminary quotient 
Q'(78). Next, divider 12 computes biased quotient Q"(SO). 
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Specifically, incrementer/decrementer 40 calculates Q" from 
Q' and computes Q" r10-n or Q" r-10-n according to a signal 
from rounding/correction unit 48. Incrementer/decrementer 

10 
correctly round the quotient, incrementer/decrementer 40 
first adjusts Q' to obtain the (n+l)-digit quotient, Q", by 
truncating Q' to (n+l) digits and then adding 10-Cn+l) to the 
result (80). This technique is similar to that used in some 40 may be simpler than a decimal adder/subtracter, since it 

may only need to add or subtract 10-n or 10-Cn+i)_ Next, 
divider 12 computes a trial dividend by multiplying biased 
quotient Q" with the input divisor to determine the signals 
required in rounding/correction logic 48 (82). 

5 binary division schemes. The error then becomes: 
-10(n+l):"'Q-Q" :"' 10-(n+l)_ (eq. 15) 

Finally, divider 12 rounds Q" to produce the final quotient 
Q (84). Specifically, divider 12 selects a rounding mode from 
RNE, RNA, RPI, RMI, RTZ, RNT, and RAZ and provides the 
selected rounding mode to rounding/correction unit 48. 
Rounding/correction unit 48 outputs a signal to incrementer/ 
decrementer 40 to select the correctly rounded quotient. Data 
post-processing unit 45 combines the sign, exponent, and 15 

coefficient to generate the quotient Qin IEEE-754R decimal 
format. TABLE 1 lists the abbreviations of the rounding 
modes supported by the rounding scheme described herein. 
The techniques described also support the RNT and RAZ 
rounding modes, which are considered useful in some finan- 20 

cial applications. 

Rounding/correction unit 48 uses Q" instead ofQ' to deter
mine both the sign of the remainder and whether the remain
der is equal to zero. The nth fraction digit of Q" is called its 

10 least significant digit (LSD) and the (n+l)th fraction digit of 
Q" is called its guard digit (GD). With decimal division, the 
maximum difference between Y =QxX and Q"xX is bounded 
by: 

RNE 
RNA 
RNT 
RPI 
RMI 
RTZ 
RAZ 

TABLE 1 

Round to Nearest, Ties Round to Even Number 
Round to Nearest, Ties Round Away from Zero 
Round to Nearest, Ties Round Toward Zero 
Round Toward Positive Infinity 
Round Toward Negative Infinity 
Round Toward Zero 
Round Away from Zero 

LSB 

X 
X 
X 
X 

0 
0 
0 
X 

GD 

0 
0 
0 

:"'4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

>5 

Rounding/correction unit 48 receives the rounding mode 
input, and uses decimal multiplier 36 to determine the sign of 
the remainder, N, and if the remainder N is zero, where the 
value of the remainder is: 

N~IJ-7-IQ'lxlXI. (eq. 14) 

The rounding direction is determined using the sign of the 
remainder, whether the remainder is zero, and additional 
information. 

As discussed, the dividend is normalized to 0.1 <Y < 1.0 and 

-1 o-(n+llx(l -1 o-n) :"'l>~QxX-Q"xX<l o-(n+llx(l -
10-n). (eq. 16) 

As a result, the maximum absolute difference between Y 
and XxQ" is less than 1 o-Cn+l). Consequently, rounding/cor
rection unit 48 compares the LSD ofY and the corresponding 
digit ofQ"xX to determine the sign of the remainder. If the 
LSD ofY is not equal to the nth fraction digit of Q"xX, the 
remainder is positive. Otherwise, the remainder is negative or 
zero. This is because Y only has n digits but Q"xX has 2n+ 1 
digits. The remainder is zero if all of the digits right of the nth 

digit in Q"xX are zero, since this means that Q" is the exact 
25 quotient. 

By observing the LSD and GD of Q", and the sign and 
equality with zero of the remainder, the correctly rounded 
quotient is selected as one ofQ"r, Q"r+lO-n, or Q"rlO-n, 
where Q"rcorresponds to Q" truncated ton digits. An action 

30 table, shown in TABLE 2, is used to determine the correct 
quotient. 

TABLE2 

RNE RNT RNA RPI RMI RTZ 
Remainder (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) 

0 Q"T Q"T 
Q"T/Q"T+ Q"T_/Q"T Q"T_/Q"T+ 

+ Q"dQ"T Q"T/Q"T- Q"T 
X 
0 Q"T)Q"T- Q"T Q"T)Q"T-

Q"T 
+ Q"dQ"T-
0 Q"T Q"T Q"T)Q"T-

Q"T 
+ Q"dQ"T-
X Q"dQ"T-

In TABLE 2, LSB corresponds to the Least Significant Bit 
50 of the LSD ofQ. GD corresponds to the guard digit ofQ, X 

indicates that it does not matter what the value is, and ( +/-) 
below each rounding mode corresponds to the sign of Q". 
Based on the LSB, GD, remainder, rounding mode, and sign 
ofQ", the correctly rounded quotient is selected as one ofQ" r, 

55 
Q"r+lo-n, or Q"r-10-n. In TABLE 2, Q"r+ denotes Q"T+ 
10-n and Q"r- denotes Q"rlO-n. For example, ifLSB is 0, 
GD is 5, remainder is 0, the rounding mode is RNA, and the 
sign of the Q" is negative in the RNA mode, the correct 
quotient is equal to Q"r-10-n. 

it is assumed that the dividend is less than or equal to the 
divisor, which gives 0.1 <Q~ 1. Decimal multiplier 36 obtains 60 

preliminary quotient Q' by multiplying the dividend by the 
divisor's reciprocal approximation. A small error between the 
correct quotient, Q, and the preliminary quotient, Q', may 
cause Q and Q' to round in different directions. For example, 

Simulation Results 

A 64-bit decimal floating-point divider embodiment of the 
invention was modeled, using the Newton-Raphson division 
algorithm described herein, in structural Verilog. In particu
lar, a 0.11 micron CMOS standard cell library was used to 
synthesize certain embodiments of the invention. Under 
nominal operating conditions and a supply voltage of 1.2 
Volts, the synthesized embodiment had a critical path delay of 

if Q=0.19+10-10
, and Q'=0.19-10-10

, when the rounding 65 

mode is round toward zero and the rounded quotient has n=7 
digits, then Q rounds to 0.19, but Q' rounds to 0.1899999. To 
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5. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the lookup 
circuit stores a coefficient for use in computing the initial 
approximation. 

0.75 ns, which occurred in the decimal barrel shifter. When 
implemented using a table lookup with k=3 and a sequential 
fixed-point multiplier that processes one digit per cycle, the 
divider took 163 cycles to implemented 64-bit (16-digit) deci
mal floating-point division. 

6. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the lookup 
5 circuit is indexed by the k most significant digits of a signifi

cand of the divisor in DPD format and outputs the decimal 
data in DPD format. 

The number of digits used to access the table lookup, k, 
influences the memory size and the number ofNewton-Raph
son iterations required. FIGS. 6 and 7 are graphs that show 
how, in one embodiment of a 64-bit decimal divider, the 
memory size in KBytes and number of iterations varied with 

10 
the number of digits used to access the table lookup. Since the 
inputs and outputs of the table lookup use DPD encoding, 
which represents 3 decimal digits using 10 bits, the table size 
was roughly 2Px2p, where p=r (k* 10)/3 l Since Ra is accurate 
to at least 2k-3 fraction digits, Rm must be accurate to at least 
n+2 fraction digits, and each iteration doubles the number of 15 

accurate digits. The number of iterations, m, required to guar
antee correct rounding is determined by 

(2k-3)x2m ;,,n+2 (eq. 17) 

7. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the decimal 
floating-point divisor circuit comprises: inputs circuits to 
receive a decimal dividend and a decimal divisor, wherein the 
a decimal multiplier circuit to further computes an initial 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal. 

8. The processing circuit of claim 7, wherein the decimal 
multiplier circuit performs the Newton-Raphsoniterations by 
performing the Newton-Raphson iterations to compute an 
improved approximation of the divisor's reciprocal based on 
the initial approximation. 

9. The processing circuit of claim 8, wherein the decimal 
multiplier circuit performs the Newton-Raphsoniterations by 
multiplying the dividend by the improved approximation of 

m ;a: log2 (n + 2) - log2 (2k - 3). 
20 the divisor's reciprocal to produce a preliminary quotient. 

10. The processing circuit of claim 9, further comprising: 
a rounding circuit to round the preliminary quotient; and 
a data post-processing circuit to output the decimal float-

The number of cycles needed to execute the Newton-Raph
son floating-point division algorithm described herein 25 

depends on the latency of multiplication, the size of the initial 
table lookup, and the quotient's precision. FIG. 8 is a graph 
that shows the number of cycles required to execute the 
described division algorithm when k=3 and the multiplier is 
capable of processing from one to four multiplier operand 30 
digits each cycle. The results in FIG. 8 were generated assum
ing multiplies are performed in a sequential manner, such that 
each multiplication takes 6+r nmuz/dl cycles, where nmult is 
the number of digits in the multiplier operand and d is the 
number of digits processed each cycle. Further increasing d 
yields smaller improvements, due to constant terms in the 35 

multiplier and divider latencies and because nmult is less likely 
to be a multiple of d. If a parallel multiplier capable of per
forming (n+l)-digit by (n+l)-digit decimal multiplication in 

ing-point quotient based on the rounded preliminary 
quotient. 

11. The processing circuit of claim 10, wherein the round
ing circuit supports a plurality of selectable rounding modes. 

12. The processing circuit of claim 7, further comprising: 
a lookup circuit that stores decimal data for use in comput

ing the initial approximation of the divisor's reciprocal, 
wherein the lookup module is indexed by k most signifi
cant digits ofa significand of the divisor in DPD format, 

wherein the nine's complement circuit performs the New
ton-Raphson iterations by calculating an approximation 
y,.,(2-XxR,) by taking the nine's complement of the 
2G+2 most significant fraction digits ofXxR, and setting 
the integer digit to one, where X represents the divisor, 

P cycles is used and the number of Newton-Raphson itera
tions required ism, the described Newton-Raphson division 40 

algorithm has a latency of 11 +Px(3+2xm) cycles. FIG. 9 is a 
graph that shows the number of cycles required by one 
embodiment to execute the division algorithm when k=3 and 

R represents the approximation for the divisor's recip
rocal for the i th iteration, G=2k-3, 

wherein the decimal multiplier circuit performs the New
ton-Raphson iterations by further computing an 
improved approximation for the divisor's reciprocal as 
R,+1=R,xV. 

13. The processing circuit of claim 12, wherein the decimal 
multiplier circuit processes one digit per cycle. 

P varies from 3 to 11. Increasing the latency of the fixed-point 
multiplier may result in a linear increase in the divider 
latency. 

Various embodiments of the invention have been 
described. These and other embodiments are within the scope 
of the following claims. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A processing circuit comprising a decimal floating-point 

divider circuit that includes a lookup, circuit that stores deci
mal data in a densely packet decimal (DPD) format for use in 
computing an initial approximation of a decimal divisor's 
reciprocal, a nine's compliment circuit and a multiplier cir
cuit to perform Newton-Raphson iterations to output a deci
mal floating-point quotient. 

45 
14. The processing circuit of claim 7, wherein the decimal 

multiplier circuit comprises a fixed-point multiplier. 
15. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the decimal 

floating-point divider circuit approximately doubles the num
ber of accurate digits for each of the iterations. 

50 
16. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the decimal 

floating-point divider circuit processes a 64-bit (16-digit) 
decimal division in about 150 cycles. 

17. A processing circuit comprising a decimal floating
point divider circuit that includes input circuits to receive a 

55 decimal dividend and a decimal divisor, a nine's compliment 
circuit and a multiplier circuit to perform Newton-Raphson 
iterations to output a decimal floating-point quotient, 

wherein the decimal multiplier circuit computes an initial 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal according to 
the following equation: 

2. The processing circuit of claim 1, wherein the decimal 
floating-point divisor circuit comprises input circuits to 60 

receive a decimal dividend and the decimal divisor. 
3. The processing circuit of claim 2, wherein the decimal 

floating-point divisor circuit comprises conversion circuits to 
convert the dividend and the divisor to binary coded decimal 
(BCD). 

4. The processing circuit of claim 2, wherein the dividend 
and the divisor conform to the IEEE-754 decimal format. 

Xm +XL+ 10-n 
Ro=-----~, 

(XM +Sx10-k-!)2 

65 where XM represents a k-digit more significant part of an 
n-digit divisor, X, and XL represents an (n-k)-digit less sig
nificant part ofX. 
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18. A decimal floating-point divider circuit comprising: 
input circuits to receive a decimal floating-point dividend 

and a decimal floating-point divisor; 
a lookup circuit that stores decimal data in a densely packet 

decimal (DPD) format for use in computing an initial 5 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal, 

a nine's complement circuit; 
a decimal multiplier circuit; 
wherein the lookup circuit, the nine's complement circuit 

and the decimal multiplier circuit compute initial 
10 

approximation of the divisor's reciprocal, 
wherein the decimal multiplier circuit further (a) performs 

Newton-Raphson iterations to compute an improved 
approximation of the divisor's reciprocal based on the 
initial approximation, and (b) multiplies the dividend by 
the improved approximation to produce a preliminary 15 

decimal quotient; 

14 
an incrementer circuit that performs an adjustment to the 

preliminary decimal quotient to produce a biased deci
mal quotient, 

wherein the decimal multiplier circuit further multiplies 
the divisor by the biased decimal quotient to generate 
signals for rounding and correction; and 

a processing circuit to output a decimal floating-point quo
tient based on the biased decimal quotient. 

19. The decimal floating-point divider circuit of claim 18, 
wherein the decimal multiplier circuit approximately doubles 
the number of accurate digits for each of the iterations. 

20. The decimal floating-point divider circuit of claim 18, 
wherein the decimal multiplier circuit comprises a fixed
point multiplier. 

* * * * * 
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